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Sorcha Faal
From RationalWiki
Sorcha Faal is the alleged author of an ongoing series of "reports"
published at WhatDoesItMean.com, whose work is of such quality
that even other conspiracy nutters don't think much of it. There is a
high chance that "Sorcha Faal" is actually David Booth, the
owner/operator of the website, or someone collaborating with him.
The primary audience of Sorcha Faal's reports and the only ones who
take them seriously are usually other conspiracy theorists, but in a
few cases the site has been noticed outside of the fringe, such as in
2016 when a few Russian news sites reported Sorcha's inane
speculation as a straight news story (see below).
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WhatDoesItMean.com

Some dare call it

Conspiracy

What THEY don't want
you to know!
Fort Knox
Jade Helm 15
Malaysia Airlines Flight 17
Martin Luther King
assassination conspiracies
Tetrasil
The Arrivals
Sheeple wakers
Brian Gerrish
Dennis Prager
James Manning
Jeanice Barcelo
Political Vel Craft
Richard M. Nixon
v - t - e (http://rationalwiki.org
/w/index.php?title=Template:Conspiracynav&
action=edit)

The website is an eyesore and apparently has been created by someone who taught themselves web-design
in the 1990s and decided anything beyond garishly coloured static HTML is just giving in to them. Besides
publishing Sorcha Faal's reports, WhatDoesItMean.com functions as a news aggregator, collecting links to
news published elsewhere as "Top World News Now," neatly sorted by country in a large table on the front
page.
Its current "About" page reveals almost no info about its owner(s), other than saying that
"WhatDoesItMean.Com is a wholly owned of [sic] subsidiary of Oculus Miranda."[1]

Purported identity
In 2004, the site claimed to be by Booth.[2] In 2005, it claimed to be by a Russian scientist named Sorcha
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Faal,[3] about whom none of the corroborating details like workplace or academic affiliations checked out.
By 2009, the site was claiming "Sorcha Faal" was the title of the head of the "Order of Sorcha Faal,"[4]
whose real name is Maria Theresa of Dublin.[5] (The Russian scientist version of Sorcha Faal has been
retconned[wp] as being merely the person occupying the "Sorcha Faal" position at the time.)

The Irish name
Funnily enough, the name "Sorcha[wp]" is not even remotely Russian (it's Gaelic). The most famous Sorcha
is probably the actress Sorcha Cusack.
Faal is presumably pronounced the same as the Irish word "Fál", which means "destiny". This word is best
known in the name Fianna Fáil (Soldiers of Destiny), the former largest Irish political party[6], now second
largest[7].

The reports
Each report resembles a news story in its style, but usually includes a sensational headline barely related to
reality (e.g. "American Rebel Forces Attack Gas Pipelines, Explode Trains As US Civil War Nears"[8]) and
quotes authoritative high-level Russian sources (such as the Russian Federal Security Service in the same
article) to support its most outrageous claims. Except for the stuff attributed to unverifiable sources, the
reports don't contain much original material. They are usually based on various news items from the
mainstream media and/or whatever the clogosphere is currently hyperventilating about, with each item
shoehorned into the conspiracy narrative the report is trying to establish. Cited sources range from the
mainstream media and Wikipedia to Infowars and Richard Hoagland. The author also has the habit of
adding unnecessary links to the websites of the various Russian institutions they mention.

Reception
Sorcha Faal reports sometimes appear on conspiracy forums such as Above Top Secret and Godlike
Productions, often after being republished by other websites (such as the European Union Times).
Invariably, the following amusing pattern emerges: it usually takes only a few posts before the forumites
identify the source and the author and start piling verbal abuse on the idiot reposting such bullshit and on
Sorcha Faal herself, often twisting the name into "such a fail" or some variant thereof.[9] The bad news is
that this doesn't stop other forum-dwellers from believing it.
Some of the more paranoid conspiracy theorists apparently can't imagine anyone publishing bullshit on the
Internet for a mundane reason (such as profit, attention or mental illness) and have developed hilariously
unhinged speculations about Sorcha Faal's true identity and motives. An example:
Sorcha Faal appears to be an acronym for a multi-generational cabal of Ashkenazim Jewish women
who first formed clear back in 1290 A.D. If this is accurate and true, they have continued their
organizational structure through world wars and upheavals in Europe to the present day – and consist of
a tightly-knit group of 13 “sisters” at the very top of their “Order”. A close examination of their
website, “What Does It Mean” shows an amalgamation of witchcraft (WICCA) and “mystic” new-age
icons, which gives an awake Christian a very strong clue as to their true agenda. They are NOT
“Christian”, and likely follow instead the “old, mystery religion” of Babylon – which involves scrying
and demonic divination practices primarily.[10]
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Well, RationalWiki doesn't think much of bad web-design, but it finds nothing witchcrafty (or Wiccan)
about it.

2016 Russian media circus
On 20 January 2016, WhatDoesItMean.com published a "report" claiming that "Turkish Downing Of US
Marine Helicopters Killing 12 American Soldiers Stuns Russia".[11] In the typical Sorcha Faal style, the
"report" recycled an actual news story as a conspiracy: it claimed that the crash of two US Marine Corps
helicopters off the coast of Hawaii on 14 January[12] was a cover-up and the helicopters actually had been
shot down... over Syria... by Turkey.
Like most of Sorcha Faal's crap, it would have been largely ignored outside of the fringes of the Internet if it
wasn't picked up by the Russian website Svobodnaya Pressa ("Free Press") that published a story about the
"report" on 22 January,[13] going as far as to interview retired Russian military officers about the plausibility
of the cover-up allegations. In turn, the coverage by Svobodnaya Pressa was reported as news and linked by
the site of REN TV,[wp][14] one of the largest private federal TV channels in Russia.
On 2 February 2016, this Sorcha Faal inspired comic farce even reached the level of the Pentagon when the
wholly Russian government owned news service Sputnik[wp] reported that US military officials were
denying this happened: “The Pentagon has denied media reports about the downing of two US helicopters
by Turkey on Monday. "This is an absolute lie," said Pentagon spokeswoman Michelle Baldanza to the press
in Washington.”[15]
On 5 February, 2016, one of Russia’s oldest and largest newspapers, Trud, quoted the equally as old and
large Izvestia newspaper as saying “experts noted that the Sorcha Faal's website is a "flush tank", through
which one of the groups of American military and political elite merges information uncomfortable for their
opponents. Of course, for the project are special services, but who exactly - to understand yet difficult:
British MI6, Mossad, CIA, DIA (Intelligence Directorate of the Ministry of Defense) and the American
National Security Agency”[16], and which in this same article professor of the Diplomatic Academy of
Russia Igor Panarin[wp] further said about Sorcha Faal’s website “Of course, it is an element of information
warfare, but within the American elite.”[16]

Worst pages
04 April 2016: Mysterious Planet Ejected From Black Hole At Center Of Galaxy Warned Could Soon
Impact Earth[17]

External links
WhatDoesItMean.com (http://whatdoesitmean.com)
Books by Faal/Booth (http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index632.htm)
Sorcha Faal... Internet Hoax Queen Courtesy of David Booth... (http://www.abovetopsecret.com
/forum/thread304918/pg1) , 2007 thread at Above Top Secret
Zetatalk on Booth (http://www.zetatalk.com/index/booth.htm) - yes, too much even for ZetaTalk.
Booth actually nicked material from Amitakh Stanford.
David Booth's profile (http://www.coasttocoastam.com/guest/booth-david/6298) at Coast to Coast
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AM, listing his appearances on the show (he was a rider of the original Planet X bandwagon) and his
ownership of whatdoesitmean.com

Footnotes
1. ↑ http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index677.htm
2. ↑ About Us (http://web.archive.org/web/20040403170104/http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index15.htm) img.
WhatDoesItMean.com. 2004 April 4.
3. ↑ Sorcha Faal (http://web.archive.org/web/20051210182008/http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index738.htm) .
WhatDoesItMean.com. 2005 December 10.
4. ↑ "Sister Maria Theresa is the 73rd Sorcha Faal of the Sorcha Faal Order, Elected as Mother Superior 3
February 2007. Born in Dublin, Ireland, the 73rd Sorcha Faal joined the Order in March, 1973" —Sorcha Faal
(http://web.archive.org/web/20090302095303/http://whatdoesitmean.com/index738.htm) .
WhatDoesItMean.com. 2009 March 2.
5. ↑ Sister Maria Theresa (http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index7381.htm) . WhatDoesItMean.com.
6. ↑ http://www.irishtimes.com/news/politics/fianna-fáil-faces-pressure-over-abortion-at-weekend-ardfheis1.1370299
7. ↑ http://uk.reuters.com/article/2012/05/30/uk-ireland-sinnfein-idUKBRE84T0LP20120530
8. ↑ http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index1591.htm (July 2012)
9. ↑ Examples: Obama Ordered To Denver Bunker By US Military (http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1
/message1638200/pg1) , GLP; Megaquake Warning Issued For US-Mexican Pacific Coast
(http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message1765746/pg1) , GLP
10. ↑ Is A. True Ott “Sorcha Faal”? Not Even Close! (https://atrueott.wordpress.com/2011/01/20/is-a-true-ott-sorchafaal-not-even-close-2/) , The Story Behind the Story blog, 20 January 2011. The quoted post is only the first point
of a list in a similar style.
11. ↑ http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index1986.htm
12. ↑ http://www.reuters.com/article/us-hawaii-marines-crash-idUSKCN0VC0K0
13. ↑ http://svpressa.ru/war21/article/140731/
14. ↑ http://ren.tv/novosti/2016-02-01/smi-turciya-sbila-dva-amerikanskih-voennyh-vertoleta-v-sirii-12-morpehovpogibli 01 February 2016
15. ↑ http://de.sputniknews.com/militar/20160201/307523810/pentagon-hubschrauber-abschuss-dementi.html
16. ↑ 16.0 16.1 http://www.trud.ru/index.php/article/04-02-2016
/1333842_barbarossa_erdogana_mo_rf_obnaruzhilo_podgotovku_turtsii_k_napadeniju_na_siriju.html
17. ↑ http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index2023.htm
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